


Welcome to the Catalogue of 
Erdem Publishing Group
Erdem Publishing Group was founded in 1984 in Istanbul.

Here is a showcase of our range of charming, colourfully illustrated 

story and educational books. Erdem Publishing Group has around 

1000 interesting books. 

Erdem offers to readers a variety of fiction, classic and modern books 

as well as non-fiction ones. They are all graded from beginner to 

upper-intermediate level. These books have been selected not just 

according to their educational value but also for the fun they offer 

the children. Our aim is to enable the children to enjoy learning and 

reading. An exhaustive range of educational and activity books are 

also available to help preschool children develop general skills such 

as handwriting, maths, spelling, sentence formation and so on. There 

are also materials such as English books and educational series. We 

invite you to peruse these pages and look forward to communicate 

with you on these titles and on Turkish-language children’s books in 

general. May you find as much pleasure in them as we do. 
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ACTIVITY BOOKS 
A collection of activity books for preschool children from ages 2-6. Each book is prepared by expert writers and 

pedagogues with the aim to increase a child’s learning abilities and teach them valuable lessons. 

MY FIRST ACTIVITY BOOKS

PRESCHOOL CONCEPT BOOKS (Age 5)

PRESCHOOL CONCEPT  BOOKS (Age 6)

IQ, ATTENTION – THOUGHT ACTIVITIES

My First Activity Book 
Language Skills

My First Activity Book
Thinking Skills colour/concept

My First Activity Book 
Maths Skills line/shape

Age: 24-36 months

32 Pages
21x29,7 cm

96 Pages 
21x29,7 cm

112 Pages 
21x29,7 cmAge 6

3 Books
128 pages
19,5x27,5 cm

Attention, Sense and 
Memory Activities

Attention, Sense and 
Memory Activities

Line Activities

Line Activities

Maths Activities

Maths Activities

Science and 
Nature Activities 

Science and 
Nature Activities 

internal page sample

internal page sample
internal page sample

internal page sample
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BOBO
These stories are intended to make children have a good time while 

learning things in an effective educational process involving questions 

and activities. Bobo has been designed to enable preschool teachers 

to use it in a school environment or parents at home. It is a practical 

and enjoyable set. Children will be able to look at the illustrations while 

listening to the tale and answering your questions. 

EFE AND ECE
This series is suitable for kids around 3 years old and up. It focuses on 

the problems between parents and their kids as well as gives some 

tips for solving them. Babies step into new world when they were born. 

They experience and try to learn about the world which surrounds 

them, but they come up with a lot of problems as they grow up. These 

problems (to meet new friends, communicate, play games, chose 

their clothes, wash their hands, hygiene, good manners etc.) are very 

huge and important for the kids when they are not that important 

for the grown-ups. Efe and Ece will accompany to their peers in this 

journey with simple stories and vivid illustrations. Also, this series will 

support their development with entertaining activities

Writer: Figen Yaman Coşar
Illustrator: Elif Yemenici Şen

Writer: Berna Yeşilova
Illustrator: Derya Işık Özbay

   1. Bobo Starts School 
   2. Whose Footprints are These?
   3. Home Sweet Home 
   4. The Dream of Bobo 
   5. Seasons 
   6. Bicycle Accident
   7. Being Different is Good
   8. Bobo’s Candies 
   9. Bobo and His Caterpillar Friend
10. I am not a Baby Anymore

internal page sample

1. As Home
2. At Guests
3. At the Park
4. At a Picnic
5. At the Doctor
6. Wish Merry Holiday
7. Professions
8. On the Flight

Ages 5+  (10 Books)

25x35 cm 
16 Pages 
Paperback
Full in Color 

internal page sample

Ages 3+  (8 Books)

25x35 cm 
16 Pages 
Paperback 
Full in Color 
8 Books 
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ADVENTURES OF THE CURIOUS CROWS 
The Land of Gakguks is a place where tiny and cute ravens live. These 

black ravens are adorable characters made up of fingerprints. Gukki 

the singer, a baby raven with the voice of a nightingale, is looking for a 

place where others will enjoy his songs and accept him. Is there such 

a place? Gaki is very friendly with their neighbors, the Blue Feathers. 

But he does not want to be just a friend of them. He wants to be just 

like them. He even wants to live with them. Could a raven be like a Blue 

Feather? Frilly Chocolate wants her beak to be just like the beak of a 

magpie, so she decides to have surgery. Could the beak of a raven be 

turned into a magpie beak? What happens if it can be? How would you 

like to travel to the Land of Gakguks where you can hear the music 

words played in a simple and fun style?

STONE TALES 
Who can say no to the games and tales? “Stone Tales” series invites 

you tale with games In this series, our playmates are stones, the most 

simple and easy to find tools in the nature. While forming pictures 

with stones, kids will learn some values like; act together, sharing, love, 

friendship, being respectful and respect differences etc. Also skills like 

creativity, awareness and solving problems are supported.

Writers: Melike Günyüz & Reza Hemmatirad
Illustrator: Reza Hemmatirad

Stone Player and Narrator: 
Ümit Yaşar & Elif Özkan 
Photographed by: Onur Korkmazer

1. Gaki the Blue
2. Dressy Chocolate
3. Cotton Raven 
4. Gukki the Singer
5. Where Has the Moon Gone?
6. Singing Contest

1. The Lonely Pebble Story 
2. The Snailstone’s Story 
3. Pebble Games
4. The Naughty Pebble’s Story 
5. The Nameless Pebble’s Story
6. The Pebble’s Song

internal page sample

internal page sample

Ages 4+  (6 Books)

20x20 cm 
32 Pages 
6 books 
Hard Cover 
Full in Color 

Ages 4+  (6 Books)

20x20 cm 
24 Pages 
Paperback
Full in Color
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SILVER LAKE TALES
Deep in the heart of a forest, lies the Silver Lake. In the moonlight, it’s water sparkles like diamonds and 

silver. That’s the reason why this lovely place is called Silver Lake. The most important values for the 

dwellers of Silver Lake are friendship, trust and collaboration. In this series, you will enjoy the vivacious 

stories of the residents living around Silver Lake. 

LITTLE DRAGON
Little dragon Tyan works in the palace’s kitchen. He fires the palace’s 

oven with blowing the flames. Tyan was not unhappy, but he has bigger 

dreams for itself. One day residents want king’s help when their crops are 

destroyed. King doesn’t have an army so he needs a hero. Accidentally 

Tyan saves the residents and he becomes King’s one man army. Whenever 

there is a trouble in the country, everyone looks for Tyan.

Writer: Banu Yüce 
Illustrator: Reza Hemmatirad

   1. Tyan Becomes a Hero 
   2. The Trap of Cunning Fox 
   3. Dream Carpet 
   4. What Happened to Sheep? 
   5. Where is the Princess Buckle? 
   6. Where do the Pigeons Built Home? 
   7. What Happened to the Pink Monster? 
   8. Who Can Do the Best Cake? 
   9. Why Şamata Talks Too Much? 
10. Time Travel With a Boat

internal page sample

Writer: Melike Günyüz 
Illustrator: Hüseyin Sönmezay

1. Crocodile Colin’s Boredom
2. Crocodile Colin’s Toothache
3. Crocodile Colin’s Water Race

Ages 6+  (3 Books)

21x26 cm
24 Pages 
Paperback 
Full in Color

Ages 8+  (10 Books)

18x18 cm 
24 Pages 
Paperback 
Full in Color

internal page sample internal page sample internal page sample

THE MAN WHO FIXED EVERYTHING
“There were other houses in his neighborhood that also needed fixing. 

He fixed them all just enough to keep them from collapsing. He was 

good at fixing things. The houses were almost like they were before. 

But none of them were the same anymore.”

This is the story of the man who could fix everything. But everything 

needs a new beginning someday.

Writer: Hasan Karaca
Illustrator: Reza Hemmatirad

Ages 9+

21x26 cm
Hardcover
Full in Colour

internal page sample
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THE PRINCE OF SPRING
Little Feather is very curious, just like everyone else, about what the 

dream sellers that come to the Land of Crows are selling and thinks 

that they can fulfil his dreams. He wants to buy one of the many things 

the Dream sellers are selling and buys the Shah of Iran’s perfume 

bottle. However, the bottle isn’t full, nor does it smell good. The 

author focuses on increasing consumption culture towards children 

in today’s world, also, whilst criticizing turning ‘personal images’ into 

buyable goals, the writer emphasizes the importance of one’s own 

effort and of imagination. The text is accompanied by collages made 

with materials suitable for the content, alongside exceptional pictures.

THE MOST ORDINARY  
TREE OF THE FOREST 
Everyone is unique. Every child, every adult, every person is unique and 

one of a kind. However sometimes it takes some children longer to 

understand their uniqueness. This book takes on this delicate topic in 

the beautiful environment of a forest, in the form of a beautiful story and 

makes children and nature the heroes! Pitipat is an ordinary tree in the 

most beautiful forest in the world. While all the other plants and animals 

and bugs talk about their talents and features, Pitipat has nothing to say. 

Until one day a group of students comes to the forest and are all in awe 

of Pitipat. Wonder what caught their attention so much.

Writer: Melike Günyüz 
Illustrator: Vaghar Aghaei

Writer: Hatice Tülin Özdemir 
Illustrator: Büşra Kaygın

Ages 6+

21x26 cm 
32 Pages 
Hard Cover 
Full in Color

Ages 6+ 

21x26 cm 
32 Pages
Hard Cover 
Full in Color

internal page sample

MISSING COLOR
Missing color story is about children who work in the street, their 

difficult reality and being marginalized in this world. It is also talking 

about their dreams that children have as a whole, and the reality is 

incomplete colors but dreams are colorful.

Writer and Illustrator: Gulnar Hajo

Ages 9+ 

30x17,5 cm 
48 Pages 
Paperback 
Full in Color internal page sampleinternal page sample

A HEAVY WEIGHT
The book got the award of Sharjah Reading Festival for children in 

(2013) as best book for children 6-8 years. This is the story of a child 

who has a lot of talents such as drawing and sports. However, he 

only recognizes and lives his personal achievements, without sharing 

his work or anything he owns with his friends. For that reason, he is 

always in a state of loneliness that results in constant fatigue and 

anxiety. This is all because of his ego that has swollen to such an 

extent it became a heavy burden on him. This situation continues 

until he gets invitation by his friend he starts to experience how to 

share things and enjoy collective achievements. His burden gets 

lighter, his ego restored to its natural size and he himself light and 

capable of flying.

Writer and Illustrator: Gulnar Hajo

Ages 9+ 

25x20,5 cm 
36 Pages 
Paperback 
Full in Color

internal page sample
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KELOĞLAN IN THE LAND OF THE SILENT
Keloğlan, who is a hero of Turkish tales, represents practical mind 

and kindness. Keloğlan, who has a map he inherited from his dad, 

wanders from one city to another. He notices that the people neither 

talk nor laugh do not talk and laugh in the Land of the Tonguetied he 

happened to visit. What is the secret behind this? What is Keloğlan 

going to do now? Will people be able to return to their former states? 

This illustrated book in which the themes like freedom and social 

justice are exploited, is retold by Melike Günyüz.

KELOĞLAN IN THE LAND  
OF THE STUNNED
Keloğlan, who is a hero of Turkish Tale, represents practical mind and 

kindness. Keloğlan, who has a map he inherited from his dad, wanders 

from one city to another. In the land at the stunned, He notices that 

the people fight each other. What is the secret behind this? What is 

Keloğlan going to do now?

Writer: Melike Günyüz 
Illustrator: Buket Topakoğlu

Writer: Melike Günyüz 
Illustrator: Buket Topakoğlu

Ages 6+ 

21x26 cm 
24 Pages 
Hard Cover
Full in Color 

Ages 6+ 

21x26 cm 
24 Pages 
Hard Cover 
Full in Color 

internal page sample

internal page sample

HE STORY OF NASRETTIN HODJA AND 
THE STINGY NEIGHBOR 
Our good old friend from Akşehir, Nasrettin Hodja, was both very wise 

and witty. In his day, everyone knew that he was also very helpful and 

very generous. But Nasrettin Hodja had a neighbor who was as stingy 

as he could be also he knew about everything that came in and out of 

Nasreddin Hodja’s house. To put a stop to this, Hodja made a cauldron 

give birth and even sprinkled some flour out on a clothesline but 

nothing seemed to work... After all, a tiger can’t change its stripes...

TITIZ CAT ON THE BOSPHORUS
A beautiful cat named Titiz lives in a house along the Bosphorus. She 

has many questions in her mind about the sea and so she ventures 

out alone to find the answers.

Writer: Melike Günyüz 
Illustrator: Ceyhun Şen

Writer: Figen Yaman Coşar 
Illustrator: Saadet Ceylan

Ages 6+ 

21x26 cm 
24 Pages 
Hard Cover 
Full in Color

Ages 6+

21x26 cm 
24 Pages 
Hard Cover 
Full in Color

internal page sample

internal page sample
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HEALTH STORIES FOR CHILDREN
For kids, fantastic stories about exam stress, brother jealousy, general 

dental hygiene, chill, infectious diseases etc. There are several activities 

improving language abilities about following content at the end of books. 

Story Evaluation Textbook provide reading process evaluation opportunity 

to the teachers.

Writer: Sevinç Kuşoğlu 
Illustrator: Şafak Tavkul & Büşra Kaygın

   1. A Far Away Country 
   2. My Dear Friend 
   3. Ballerinas with Blue Tulle 
   4. If I were a Seagull 
   5. Red Beads 
   6. Can You Hear Me? 
   7. A Bird in My Palm 
   8. My Rose Shoes 
   9. Children of the Beacon Island 
10. My Dear Mother

Ages 6+  (10 Books)

13,5x19,5 cm 
80 Pages 
Paperback 
Full in Color

internal page sample

STORY TIME SERIES
Our series is designed as “a story every day, a book every month”. There 

are thirty stories in each book. Children who are learning to read can read 

these books with pleasure, as well as parents reading to their preschool 

children. It is aimed to develop children’s mental and linguistic skills 

through activities prepared from the books. Children will learn when they 

are having fun.

Writer: Figen Yaman Coşar
Illustrator: Elif Yemenici Şen

1. Story Street
2. Story Sea
3. Story Forest
4. Story Star
5. Story Plane
6. Story Shop
7. Story Mother
8. Story Fairy
9. Story Wind

internal page sample

Ages 6+  (9 Books)

208 Pages
15x21 cm
Paperback
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ORANGE TALES
Stories sweet as an orange and as warm as the sun. A collection of hopeful 

and cheerful stories that will make many children say: These heroes are 

just like us! These books offer you a warm reading time, woven with value. 

Moreover, a nice learning process is waiting for you with fun activities at the 

end of each book.

Writer: Figen Yaman Coşar
Illustrator: Bilal Özcan & Saadet Ceylan

    1. The Collector of Good Things
    2. Friendship Theater
    3. Titi’s Shiny Feathers
    4. Woodpecker Şule, Look at the Time
    5. My Friend Snowman 
    6. Stripy Cat’s Story
    7. Niki is Lost
    8. Kipiti’s Hat
    9. Doruk the Clown
10. Tosbi and the Music Group

Ages 7+  (10 Books)

13,5x19,5
48 pages
Paperback

internal page sample

FİKRİ AND FAHRİ
My name is “Full of Idea Fikri”. I live in Rooster Lollipop Street. I am 

full of ideas like my name. I feel like an idea factory or archaeologists 

of ideas, always come up with new ideas. Fahri is my classmate, best 

friend, upper neighbour. I will tell our funny adventures in this book.

Writer: Nehir Aydın Gökduman 
Illustrator: Büşra Kaygın

1. Shoes Don’t Have Feet 
2. International Kitty Day 
3. Course of Flying Aircrafts 
4. Disconnected from the World 
5. Famous Writers are on Duty

internal page sample

Ages 8+  (5 Books)

13,5x19,5 cm
64 Pages 
Paperback
Full in Color
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TIME TRAVEL WITH ARSI
Arsi is a very curious kid. He discovers that his uncle, a well-known 

scientist in his country, invented a time machine in the form of a 

watch. Once he finds it, there’s no going back, well… Kind of…

Writer: Koray Avcı Çakman
Illustrator: Seda Candemir

1. Tutankhamun’s Necklace
2. Red Feather
3. The Sultan’s Stolen Crown internal page sample

internal page sample

Ages 8+  (3 Books)

13,5x14,5 cm
112 pages
Paperback

HIDDEN TRACKS CLUB
Gulcan and his friends are adventurous members of Hidden Tracks 

Club. Together they are adventurous, they solve hard-to-solve 

events. In these books you will find friendship as well as adventure, 

fear and excitement.

Writer: Yılmaz Yesildağ
Illustrator: Büşra Kaygın

1. Samira the Mysterious Girl
2. Desert Fox
3. Adacalı Hil internal page sample internal page sample

internal page sample

Ages 8+  (3 Books)

12,5x21 cm
160 Pages
Paperback
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DETECTIVE EDA 
Wherever there’s a situation, the solution’s easy for Eda! What do 

you say to joining the world’s most famous detective for adventures, 

each more interesting than the last? The adventures never end for 

Eda, who always finds herself in a situation because of her curiosity. 

Her favourite things to do are watch detective movies and to read 

detective books. Oh, and to meddle in the events around her. Ah, 

the world would be a much better place if the adults didn’t tell her 

what to do all the time. Her biggest dream is to become the world’s 

most famous detective. So what do you say? Are you ready for an 

adventure with Detective Eda?

Writer: Yılmaz Yeşildağ
Illustrator: Betül Gönüllü

1. Operation: Migrant Bird
2. The Phone Thieves
3. My Uncle’s New Job
4. The Course Situation

internal page sample

internal page sample

Ages 8+  (4 Books)

13,5x19,5 cm
128 Pages 
Paperback 
Full in Color 

CITY BOY
Ali is a child like the others, living at the apartmant in a metropolitan 

city. Living in a apartmant, unless at the holiday time for the kids it 

means a just calamity. When schools start up, it’s the other story. Ali 

create several projects to avoid borring time. And you could participe 

to us.

Writer: Şebnem Güler Karacan
Illustrator: Merve Özdoğan

1. What’s Happening to Me? 
2. Titillating Project 
3. The Best Profession: Retirement
4. Amusing February Holiday
5. Temperamental Elevator

internal page sample

internal page sample

Ages 9+  (5 Books)

13,5x19,5 cm
64 Pages
Paperback
Full in Color
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OPINION MACHINE FİKRİ 
You’ve met Fikri and Fahri, who lived on Horoz Şekeri Street. Then 

they were 9 years old and They share funny, fun events they’ve been 

through. They are now 11 years old and have new adventures to 

share.

Writer: Nehir Aydın Gökduman 
Illustrator: Büşra Kaygın

1. A Weird Escape Plan
2. Anywhere Without Mathematics 
3. 55 Kilos of Chocolate 
4. The Day of Unexpected Things
5. A Ticket to Paris

Ages11+  (5 Books)

13,5x21 cm 
128 Pages 
Paperback Full in Color

GAFF – My Lost Friend
The book tells the process of a child accepting the loss of his mother. 

He goes on a big boy’s journey to find his lost bedtime friend Gaff. On 

his way out, he meets the ugly caterpillar and becomes friends. He 

meets chattering children, woodchucks, strong soldiers and vendor 

children. The real problem is the big pirate. Let’s see how our hero will 

face the Black Hat pirate.

Will the big boy find out what he’s looking for on this trip or is it 

important to go out on his own?

WIND AND CLOUD
Wind’s city and friends all change when he moves to live in a mountain 

town. There he meets an extraordinary dog named Cloud and the two 

embark on dream-filled adventures. These are the adventures of two 

friends casing after their dreams in a small mountain town where their 

only friends are each other. 

 

Writer: Faruk Gülşen
Illustrator: Ahmet Demirtaş

Writer: Faruk Gülşen
Illustrator: Ahmet Demirtaş

Ages 8+

80 Pages
13,5x19,5 cm
Paperback

Ages 8+

13,5x19,5 cm
Paperback

internal page sample

internal page sample

internal page sample internal page sample
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WAY AND TRACE

A King who desires to wipe all names off the face of 

the earth… He desires to erase ancient opus and its 

followers. Yunus ignorant of a chosen child will have to 

flee one night in the village. There is only a wolf and a 

horse with him. Who will be in this challenging battle, 

who will help him, how will he overcome his enemies?

WHISTLE AND TRAP 

The spirit of the Healing Forest is lost... Yunus is on a 

far more difficult path to find him. Forest people are 

under the influence of a mysterious alien... Will King 

Abus, who is trying to open the gates of the Bad Jobs 

Darkness, succeed? Will Yunus and the jungle people 

be able to return to their homes in this challenging 

struggle? 

TEAR VAMPIRES 

This time Yunus’s heart and mind are very bemused... 

Princess Sema is under the threat of Tear Vampires. 

Will Yunus get rid of the dream that he saw in the reign 

of Girdkuh? Will he remember the Book of the Dolphin 

Names? Will the Yunus find the truth in his heart in his 

own struggle?

Ages 11+

12,5x21 cm 
208 Pages 
Paperback 
Full in Color

Ages 11+

12,5x21 cm 
208 Pages 
Paperback 
Full in Color

Ages 11+

12,5x21 cm 
208 Pages 
Paperback 
Full in Color

LOST NAMES KINGDOM
Writer: Figen Yaman Coşar

THE RUNAWAY FAIRYTALE
A giant ran away from his fairytale and met a dwarf in the Gum Forest 

and become friends. As nice and kind hearted as the giant is, the 

dwarf is just as mean and ill hearted. Using the giants’ friendship and 

kindness, the dwarf gets turned into a real person and runs away from 

the forest. When the giant goes after him, he faces things he could 

have never expected. Witness the incredible conflict between good 

and evil in story form. 

Writer: Nehir Aydın Gökduman

Ages 10+

12,5x21 cm
208 Pages
Paperback

internal page sample

THE DREAM HUNTER
This book reveals the adventures of an elderly dream hunter whose 

name is Piyeto. Through the letters which Piyeto and Elmo wrote to 

each other, you will get to know The Sea of Dreams, and the exciting 

events that happens over there. 

Writer: Ayda Çayır
Illustrator: Saadet Ceylan

Ages 11+

13,5x19,5 cm
112 Pages
Paperback
Full in Color internal page sample
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THE DREAM DETECTIVE
An unforgettable story that transforms everything from desperation 

to love, sadness to hope and everything in between to tangible, real life 

objects… A story that is so deep it leaves you wanting more when you 

finish. Read the way the writer has dived into a dream so far, you forget 

which is reality…

NOTHING
“No way! This is a good thing, though! You can get used to things in a 

speed of light. I shouldn’t. Every one of us is like a bird, too tired with a 

heavy burden until we find a branch to nest.”

One of the renown writers in Turkey, Çiğdem Can’s stories appeals to 

every one who is in need of understanding to feel alive, only then, to 

find a consolidation in life again.

ZULEYHA
The love story that fills two worlds. Joseph and Zuleyha. This time, 

hear the story from Zuleyha’s point of view. Read about how deep 

her love for Joseph really was, the struggles she went through whilst 

trying to reach him, the pain she felt and all the injustice she faced. 

The centuries old epic love story, told with a modern twist, while still 

keeping its traditional beauty.

Writer: Çiğdem Can

Writer: Zeki Bulduk

Writer: Bülent Ata

120 Pages
13,5x19,5 cm
Paperback

157 Pages
13,5x19,5 cm
Paperback

MOOR HORSES DIE EXTRAORDINARILY 
Zeki Bulduk takes the “horses” and goes on a journey. The people born 

in the country, the people who live in the country, the people who leave 

the country, the ones who set up a new life, the ones who can not 

leave, the young people who are studying there and the activities they 

attended, the love they have lived, the babies of their babies, Bulduk 

tells the stories of people with the sounds of moor, together with 

sadly and painfully kneeded stories of this land side by side with the 

innocence and emotion of a child.

A TICKET TO LJUBLJANA
In these exclusively intense stories, you face with the last challenge of 

an aging matador, a girl’s agony who was forced into marriage with a 

man at her father’s age, Mavi who waits for her mother to recover from 

the coma and Sukran, a woman in her prison called “home”.

Writer: Arzu Alkan Ateş

125 Pages
13,5x19,5 cm
Paperback

Writer: Zeki Bulduk

192 Pages
13,5x19,5 cm
Paperback

144 pages
13,5x19,5 cm
Paperback
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THE TIMELESS DIARY OF GOODNESS
The Timeless Diary of Goodness shows that one can do something 

good every single day, without losing any time or needing anything 

extra. No matter where you live, what you do or how busy you are, 

there’s always time for some goodness. Because being good to others 

means being good to yourself. 365 days and 365 ways to make some 

nice things happen in the world.

Writers: Cihat Albayrak & Ayşe Ünsal

376 Pages
16x23 cm
Hardcover

ISTANBUL – LETTERS FROM THE CITY
Ali Efendi states out daily and national circumstances of the territory, 

particularly Istanbul, during the second half of the 19th century. In 

his writings, Ali Efendi points to very specific and social problems in a 

bare and clear way so that it is impossible to deny the fact that there 

has been very little change in terms of social problems and setbacks 

through the history.  With Nuri Sağlam’s brilliant method of compiling 

renown journalist’s writings, this title plays an important role to show a 

scared and prejudiced side of a nation, too terrified to look deeply into 

its own dark hollows.

Writer: Nuri Sağlam
732 Pages
16x23 cm
Paperback

REFUGEE PERFUME 
A Step by Step Escape From War
Thousands of survivors of war, disappearing into the dark waters of 

the Aegean Sea, did not reach the new life they dreamt of. World 

public opinion has always listened to their story. Experts, official 

authorities, the number of counties, even the water of the sea heard 

their stories from other people. This time the story tells the true 

subjects. We listen to the war, the longing, the fear, the wait, the 

push, the disappointment, the hopes and the lives of the refugees 

living out of backpacks. Ayse Böhler, started with them from Syria 

to Turkey, Greece, Macedonia, Austria, Germany, Netherlands and 

passed through the Danish border. They hope for a life to be rebuilt, 

staying in the camps, trying to complete the papers, trying to cope 

with the Islamophobic attacks, learning a new language different from 

the alphabet and dreams of the beautiful Syrian days when there was 

no war. Everything is happening with them, not on behalf of them... 

between Syria and Denmark, about 3 thousand 800 kilometers on the 

shortest path. Walk along with the refugees on this road where you are 

a life, a child, and a fearful, hiding place! Pray for your life in their boots, 

wait indefinitely for a while, and be “admitted” for a certain number of 

times. Listen to their story, from themselves. 
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PEOPLE WHO WROTE HISTORY
A historic timeline from acknowledged experts in their fields.

12,5x21 cm
Paperback

   1. Sultan II. Abdulhamid
   2. Barbaros Hayreddin
   3. Bâbür Şah
   4. İmam Maturidi
   5. Selâhaddin Eyyûbî
   6. Nizamül Mülk
   7. Oguz Kagan

   8. Amîdülmülk Kündüri
   9. Alparslan
10. Taşköprülüzâde
11. İbn Kemal
12. Celâleddin Karatay
(New titles coming) 
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